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About the Report
The newsrooms around
the world that I come
into contact with seem
to divide into three
camps when approaching the use of Artificial
Intelligence.
The Pioneers are those well-funded
news organisations, deeply invested in the
future and technology, which are using
data and machine learning at a high level
wherever they can. Organisations such as
the Wall Street Journal, AP and Bloomberg are setting the standards.
Experimenters are those who have
found value in using algorithms to automate processes and decision-making
previously done by humans or to augment
content. For example, using machine
learning to serve video to every story
published online, or deciding what news
should be on the front page. Here the
Nordic publishers in Europe and News24
in South Africa stand out.
Avoiders – those who don’t have the
human or financial resources, or data, in
clean form, to even begin to think about
introducing AI into the news value chain,
other than perhaps through third party
applications used in the digital distribution process.
This report, the second of the World Editors
Forum’s 2019 Trends in Newsrooms, captures
just some of the experiences of both pioneers
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and experimenters. From the US to Sweden and Singapore,
we have selected case studies that show how AI can benefit
resource-challenged newsrooms, by conducting repetitive
tasks, augmenting decision making and helping to deliver a
more tailored and engaging offering to news audiences.
Perhaps the strongest argument for journalists to embrace
AI is the benefit it can bring to investigations and verification. The speed at which AI applications can sort through
and analyse data, at scale, was an unquantifiable asset for
the collaborative teams probing the Panama and Paradise
Papers. Amid the new reality of deepfake videos, the technology aiding verification of images and video, and other
disinformation, is also invaluable.
Many of my newsroom days were spent on a financial
newspaper where well-paid journalists would spend hours
churning out formulaic company earnings reports, with
just a paragraph or sentence or two of original analysis.
In the sports department, loads of students would come
in on the weekend to compile sports results. Over the last
five years, the pioneers have proven that tasks like those,
or weather stories and news items about recurring events,
such as earthquakes, can be written successfully, automatically, with no input from journalists, freeing them to do
other things. At this level, there seems to be no downside.
Yet fears linger around job losses, machine-instilled bias
and a lack of control.
So how do you deal with these issues if you want to begin
the AI journey? Read on. We have valuable input from
individuals at the forefront of AI – and some ethical dimensions to consider when introducing AI.
The technology is evolving rapidly, and so too experimentation and adoption. So expect more from WAN-IFRA on this
subject in the year to come. This report is our second on
this subject this year. It builds on “News Automation – The
rewards, risks and realities of ‘machine journalism’”. We
hope together they demystify the road ahead.
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5 takeaways from Trends in Newsrooms #2

AI is already having a big impact
While the adoption of AI is still largely confined to bigger newsrooms
with more resources at their disposal, it’s already impacting and transforming all steps of the value creation chain: news gathering, production, and distribution.

AI’s importance in newsrooms is growing
A large majority of respondents to a recent WAN-IFRA survey say that
in the future AI and automation will play an important or very important role when it comes to producing and publishing multimedia content.

Journalists are unlikely to be replaced by AI
Although this idea has caused some worry, journalists are unlikely to
be replaced by AI, and nobody seems to be working towards that end.
Rather, it’s been pointed out that the adoption of AI may even create
more work within a news organisation.

AI is not infallible
AI may involve sophisticated algorithms, but the conclusions drawn by
machines are not always correct. Journalists must always question outcomes, validate methodologies and ensure explainability. This is no easy
task: algorithms are difficult to audit and, as such, to hold accountable.

AI may drive the next generation of misinformation
Deepfakes are images or audio files generated or altered with the help
of AI to dupe an audience into thinking they are real. Now, in addition
to traditional fact-checking processes, journalists must also be vigilant
about the possibility that video or image evidence might have been
falsified.
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Introduction:
The rise in the use of AI
6
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From creating news
stories automatically
to optimising content
delivery, an increasing
number of newsrooms
are making use of AI to
automate and augment
their reporting and
other newsroom processes, making workflows more efficient,
speeding up time-
consuming tasks, and
increasing the breadth
of their coverage.
According to early insights from a survey about AI technologies conducted
by Journalism AI, a collaboration between
the London School of Economics’ (LSE)
media think-tank Polis and the Google News
Initiative, most respondents reported “positive results on a wide range of applications,”
including ads targeting, propensity models for
subscriptions, comment moderation, and facial
recognition technologies applied to public
figures in public interest reporting.
“If you think about the news process, you have
essentially three main steps of value creation:
news gathering, production, and distribution,”
says Francesco Marconi, The Wall Street
Journal’s R&D Chief and author of the upcoming book Newsmakers: Artificial Intelligence and the Future of Journalism. “AI
is already impacting and transforming all of
these different areas.”
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Definition of
Artificial
Intelligence
The Oxford Dictionary defines
Artificial Intelligence (AI), a
branch of computer science, as
the theory and development of
computer systems able to perform
tasks normally requiring human
intelligence, which is the definition
we have adopted for the purpose
of this report. According to the
Journalism AI survey, conducted
by the London School of Economics’ (LSE) media think-tank Polis
and the Google News Initiative,
many respondents take issue with
the vagueness surrounding the
term AI, and opt for using substitutes such as “machine learning”
and “natural language processing,”
which form the backbone of many
journalistic applications.

As the head of R&D, Marconi leads an interdisciplinary
team comprised of machine learning engineers, data
scientists, and specialised editors, focused on providing
access to AI capabilities to everyone in the newsroom.
More specifically, his team conducts research on technological trends, creates data-driven stories and automation projects, and builds news gathering tools for journalists, one example being a content analytics platform
powered by machine learning to scour The Wall Street
Journal’s archive for editorial insights.

TRENDS IN NEWSROOMS 2019
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How important a role will AI
play in the future of producing/
publishing multimedia content?

How important a role will auto
mation play in the future of 
producing/publishing multi
media content?

Very
important

33.7%

Very
important

31.4%

Important

40.7%

Somewhat
important

Not
important

22.1%

3.5%

Important

48.8%

Not
important

4.7%

Somewhat
important

15.1%

Graph 1: The future importance of AI and automation when producing and publishing
multimedia content. Source: WAN-IFRA Survey 2019 (in cooperation with AFP)

Uses of AI in newsrooms
Naturally, news gathering is a major part
of any reporter’s job. Here, AI can cut down
on time spent on this task, helping journalists
gather insights more quickly, but also offer a
potential advantage over competitors.
With this in mind, Reuters in 2017 launched
a tool called News Tracer, designed to sift
through millions of tweets a day to flag
potential breaking news events, often
identifying them more quickly than other
news organisations could, according to the
company. Similarly, Reach (previously Trinity
Mirror) announced late last year that some of
its regional newsrooms would deploy an offthe-shelf AI-powered tool to monitor some
60,000 online sources and alert journalists
to “pre-trending” stories.
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AI systems also show potential for investigative journalism by helping reporters analyse huge amounts of data,
and enabling them to quickly find relationships among
different entities. The International Consortium of
Investigative Journalists (ICIJ) uses an AI-powered tool
to automatically recognise and index text documents.
This smart software was used by ICIJ reporters
to make sense of 13.4 million confidential documents
relating to offshore investments, an effort that eventually
became an journalistic series that had a huge impact:
“Paradise Papers: Secrets of the Global Elite.”
At the production level, the use of algorithms promises efficiency and scale, be it through automatically
generating news texts based on structured data, switching between media types, or repurposing content for
different platforms.
Automated content generation is already relatively prevalent, with a number of larger newsrooms using natural
language generation to produce “commodity news” as
a way to expand their coverage and free up journalists’
time so that they can focus on more in-depth reporting
tasks.

TRENDS IN NEWSROOMS 2019
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The Associated Press (AP), where Marconi
previously co-led content automation and
artificial intelligence efforts, started doing that
with its corporate earnings reports a few years
ago, which enabled the news agency to increase
the number of companies it reported on
from 300 to 4,000. Similarly, MittMedia,
one of Sweden’s largest local media groups,
launched a sports bot to cover lower-level
leagues and a wider range of sports, which
generated 41,000 articles from September
2017 to September 2018, and even helped drive
paid subscriptions. Other examples of how AI
can enhance production include automated
creation of videos from text and data sonification. The latter technique, which the The Wall
Street Journal is currently experimenting
with, algorithmically transforms numerical data into musical chords as a way to
make charts and data visualisations accessible
to visually impaired people.
“It’s an emerging example, but it’s fascinating
how AI allows us to create news experiences
that we never thought we would,” Marconi
says.
As for distribution, the third step in the
news value chain, AI can help determine the
best time to publish a story, or personalise the
delivery of content to the audience.

Media organisations including Reuters, the Chicago
Tribune, Hearst, and CBS Interactive deploy AI-powered
content distribution platform TrueAnthem to determine what stories should be recirculated and when they
should be posted across social media platforms. To make
these decisions, the system tracks signals that predict
performance, including the level of audience engagement, publishing frequency and time of day.

Risks of AI
AI may involve sophisticated algorithms, but the conclusions drawn by machines are not always correct.
Journalists must always question outcomes, validate
methodologies and ensure explainability. This is no easy
task; algorithms are difficult to audit and, as such, to
hold accountable.
“The insights generated through AI should be used as a
compass that guides reporting, not as a clock that provides infallible information,” says Marconi.
“AI is created by humans, and it can make mistakes
– errors that often result from the biases in how AI is
designed, as well as the data used to train it. The output
is only as good as its input.”
Increasingly, it is being acknowledged that AI software
is prone to the same errors and biases that humans
exhibit – and can even exacerbate those inequities since
they are often implemented on massive scales with little
oversight.

Francesco Marconi, The Wall Street
Journal’s R&D Chief and author of the
upcoming book “Newsmakers: Artificial
Intelligence and the Future of Journalism”
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In an investigation by ProPublica into
machine-generated risk scores used by government criminal justice officials, reporters found
the software to be biased against black defendants. That kind of investigative reporting will
increasingly be necessary to ensure that in an
algorithmically-driven society, software is held
to accountability.
Another emerging risk of AI-driven content
generation has manifested itself in the form of
so-called deepfakes. These are videos, images
or audio files generated or altered with the help
of AI to dupe an audience into thinking they
are real. The prospect of this kind of generation of misinformation is deeply troublesome.
For example, fake videos can make politicians
appear to say things they never said, or falsely
implicate people in crimes. The deepfake
phenomenon also poses a threat to journalistic trust and integrity. Now, in addition to
traditional fact-checking processes, journalists must also be vigilant about the possibility
that video or image evidence might have been
falsified.
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Some newsrooms are taking proactive measures. For
example, The Wall Street Journal formed a media
forensics committee to train journalists; the New
York Times is exploring how to leverage blockchain to
map the provenance of information; and Reuters
created its own deepfake video in collaboration
with a specialist production company to test whether
its user-generated content team would notice that it had
been altered.
But Claire Wardle, Executive Director of First Draft,
an organisation that supports journalists in the fight
against misinformation and disinformation, cautions
that the alarm over deepfakes may be overblown.
“‘Deepfakes’ are no more scary than their predecessors,
‘shallowfakes’, which use far more accessible editing
tools to slow down, speed up, omit or otherwise manipulate context,” Wardle told the New York Times in
a video interview that demonstrated the transformative
power of deepfakes.
“The real danger of fakes – deep or shallow – is that
their very existence creates a world in which almost
everything can be dismissed as false.”

TRENDS IN NEWSROOMS 2019
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How to define your AI
implementation strategy
While the adoption of AI is still largely confined to bigger news organisations with greater
resources at their disposal, it is, in fact, an
approachable technology that newsrooms of all
sizes can use – and cheaper than many think,
says Marconi.
“It is important to really understand that AI is
not about technology; it’s about cultural change
and it’s about being responsive in understanding that these tools can augment the capability
of the journalist.”
Marconi recommends newsrooms follow a
series of steps before introducing AI into their
workflows. First, they need to understand the
problem they’re trying to address, and in what
way AI might be able to help solve it, taking
into consideration that there might be simpler solutions available.

Strategy
implementation:
4 key questions
for your newsroom
What problem are we trying to
address?
Will AI be applied to content or
processes?
Will we be automating or augmenting?
Should we build technology
in-house or partner?

The second step is to define whether AI
will be applied to content or to processes,
and whether its purpose is to automate
or augment these internal workflows.
In automation, for instance, AI could
be deployed at scale to lower the cost of
production, whereas augmentation might
refer to creating new forms of storytelling
or content.
Lastly, newsrooms need to decide
whether to build technology in-house
or with a partner company. Naturally,
developing tools internally is a more
costly approach that requires access
to manpower in the form of machine
learning experts, data scientists or
specialised editors, but comes with
greater customisation abilities, as well
as more control and stability.
As a means of deploying AI in a more
cost-effective way, Marconi suggests
seeking opportunities to cooperate
with journalism schools or computer
science departments at universities
that are looking to conduct realworld experiments.

#2: ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
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How AI is driving content generation
The automated generation of content is
one of the better known applications of AI.
WAN-IFRA covered this topic in-depth in a
report entitled “News Automation – The
rewards, risks and realities of ‘machine
journalism’,” which addresses technical,
editorial, reader-perception and ethical issues,
and highlights examples in Sweden, the UK,
the USA, Finland, and China.
Numerous newsrooms, from the Associated
Press to Reuters and The Washington Post,
have been using algorithms to crank out datadriven content.

“What I learned from talking to people in the industry is
that this fear of replacement is pretty much unfounded,”
says Nicholas Diakopoulos, Assistant Professor in
Communication Studies and Computer Science at
Northwestern University in the USA and author of the
book “Automating the News: How Algorithms are
Rewriting the Media.”
“What I seem to find over and over again is that the use
of AI techniques in journalism tends to create more
work, because you need people to write the templates, to
clean or transform the data, to oversee and supervise the
system or to check it for errors and debug it,” he says.

While the impact that AI, and automated news
generation in particular, could have on journalists’ jobs has caused some worry, early insights
from the Journalism AI survey show that most
respondents do not want humans to be fully
replaced by AI.
Rather, respondents say that they use it to
improve efficiency and productivity in the
newsroom, to take care of routine or tedious
tasks, or to gain a deeper understanding of
communities in order to serve them better.

News Automation
The rewards, risks and realities
of ‘machine journalism’

MARCH 2019
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Case Study: MittMedia
Three bots enhance coverage
Sweden’s MittMedia, one of the country’s largest local
media organisations, appears to be one such example,
where the introduction of content automation reportedly
allowed the company to hire additional reporters.
In cooperation with United Robots, MittMedia has so far
launched three different bots to enhance its coverage of
sports, real estate, and local business.
The sports bot, dubbed “Rosalinda,” has allowed the
company to cover a wider range of sports and return to
covering lower-level leagues they previously had to abandon due to tough economic conditions. Now, they publish
about 3,000 automated sports texts per month during
the summer season, and between 600 and 700 during
the winter. MittMedia has also added a new dimension
to its automatically generated sports texts by automatically soliciting comments from coaches via text message.
The comments are then inserted into an article, and published without any involvement from the newsroom.
The Homeowners Bot continues the longstanding tradition of real estate coverage at MittMedia, producing
articles about houses that have been sold, who bought
them and for how much.
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Photo: Singapore Press Holdings

Case Study: The Business Times

Automating processes
At The Business Times, owned by Singapore Press Holdings, journalists with coding knowledge created three
script bots to execute specific tasks in order to minimise time and effort spent on formulaic stories, reduce
the time required to sort stories according to different categories and headers, and shorten the time needed
to attach files to a story for publishing. While the bots aren’t an example of true AI, they highlight some of the
benefits and challenges of automating newsroom processes.

What did they do?
To reduce time spent on formulaic stories, The Business Times introduced Nobot, which quickly creates a
first draft of company earnings stories, using a template and manually inputted data from journalists, and
auto-generates a tweet and table for the story.
Cobot auto-sorts stories into the different writing tools’ drawers, eliminating the first layer of manual sorting
and cutting down on the excessive amount of time spent sorting wire stories into folders for use at The Business
Times.
pubBot allows The Business Times to embed PDFs in stories on the website, ensuring they are accessible to the public.

What did they learn?
Introducing the bots enabled The Business Times to save some time,
but the effect was quite minimal overall. These partial solutions turned
out not to be scalable, and thus weren’t a great use of time. “Scalability
and easy maintenance need to be built in from the start,” says
Christopher Andrew Lim, The Business Times’ Digital Editor.
“Substantial time savings can only come from robust tools that don’t
require constant human intervention,” he says.

#2: ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
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According to Li L’Estrade, MittMedia’s head of
content development, 2 to 3 percent of articles
produced by the Homeowners Bot bring new
customers, with a good article performing as
well as one written by a journalist. “It’s the
large amount of articles that is the great value
for [readers],” she says.
The New Companies bot, which focuses on
local business, might be the least productive
one with only three to 15 articles per week, but
it brings in the highest number of logged-in
users per article by comparison, and the highest number of conversions (between 4 and 5
percent).
One of the main challenges of automated
content generation, according to L’Estrade, is
placement, because of the sheer numbers of
articles the bots produce. “They really need to
be spread out during the week or taken care of
in a separate place. Otherwise, they can easily
take over your site,” she says.

Case Study: RADAR
Scaling up local news
production
Scale and volume are the name of the game
also for UK-based news service RADAR. By
marrying traditional reporting and automation, its aim is to scale up the production of
local news reports by creating hundreds of
different localised versions of a story, which are
then distributed to clients.
“We have a very human-driven process, but
we use automation to amplify the work of the
reporters,” says Gary Rogers, RADAR’s editorin-chief.
The team of five journalists and one editor
produces 10 data projects per week. Each one
involves working through an open data set
to uncover a sufficient number of story lines,
researching the topic, conducting interviews
to provide contextual information, and writing
a template using natural language generation
(NLG) software.
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“This means trying to think of every version of the story
while writing it,” Rogers says. “We have to establish a
very complex branching tree structure to accommodate
all the permutations of the numbers across the text,” he
says.
Reporters also look at a range of different metrics to
determine where a story should start, depending on what
the most interesting angle is. After a rigorous checking
process, consisting of looking at sample versions of each
of the templates and checking the numbers against the
original source data, the data is sent to the template,
which generates hundreds of localised versions of the
story. These are then distributed to RADAR’s clients via
391 local channels, which are based on UK governmentally-defined geographical districts.
Publishers can purchase access to as many channels
as necessary, depending on which regions and areas
they cover. For smaller newspapers one or two channels
might already be sufficient, whereas larger publishing groups may purchase as many as 100. Each week,
RADAR distributes between 2000 and 2500 stories in
total. Clients either publish the stories as they are or
have their own journalists build on them by doing their
own reporting, contacting local sources or adding more
context.
For Rogers, RADAR addresses the need for quality hard
news in local media, while freeing up reporters to be able
to work on other relevant stories.
“I’m hoping this helps with newsroom economics, and
with the amount of pressure there is on journalists to
produce content,” he says.
One of the most challenging aspects of the project, Rogers says, was acquiring the necessary skills to be
able to do this type of work. The team comes from a
variety of backgrounds, including local news and even
mathematics.
“We need data skills, but we also need an aptitude to
learn a new technology and to think in this very logical
way in order to retain your ability as a journalist while
writing in a piece of NLG software,” he says.
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An ethical checklist
for robot journalism

By Tom Kent
Formerly Standards Editor
at The Associated Press, he
now teaches and consults
about journalism ethics.

It’s routine now for news organisations to use
artificial intelligence to write news. Robots are
regularly transforming data into stories, and
stories into multimedia presentations.
As more organisations start deploying AI, we
need to keep a focus on the ethics and quality of robot newswriting. What accuracy and
transparency problems do robotic systems create? What bad scenarios do we need to worry
about?
Most robot newswriting so far has been for
fairly formulaic situations: company earnings
reports, stock market summaries, earthquake
alerts and youth sports stories.
As they move into robotics, news companies
should ask some serious ethical questions.
Here’s my checklist of what to consider regarding 1) the robot-generated stories themselves,
2) issues of news judgment and transparency,
and 3) pitfalls to be alert to.

The stories themselves
WW How accurate is the underlying data?
Does the data your robot is using consist of
official information from companies, a stock
exchange or government? If so, it’s probably
safe for automatic crunching – with regular
checks to make sure the data is being
properly transmitted. However, not all data
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comes from such authoritative sources. If scores
are being sent in by parents from their kids’ soccer
games, how will you assure the data is reliable? Your
readers will hold your organisation responsible for
the data, whatever its original source.

WW Do you have the rights to the data? Does the
data provider have the legal right to send it to you?
Do you have the further right to process and publish
it, and on what platforms?

WW What data will your system highlight? In
a story wrapping up the day in the markets, what
stocks and indexes will the robot lead with? Will it
compare the latest numbers to the start of the year or
to five years ago? Substantial advance thinking needs
to go into what data the system will highlight. For
some stories, you may need to switch off the automation entirely – say, for the financial results of a company in turmoil where full context is necessary from
the very start. You also need staff available to take
stories off autopilot in the event of a sudden development – for instance, in sports, if a player is seriously
injured or fights break out during a game.

WW Who’s watching the machine? Errors with
underlying data or automation software can quickly
metastasise, potentially creating thousands of erroneous stories. Test the automation thoroughly. When
you first use robot-written stories, have a human
editor check each one before it goes out. Once the
product proves itself, stories can go out automatically
with spot-checking by human editors.

TRENDS IN NEWSROOMS 2019
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WW Do the automated reports match your
style? Spellings, capitalisation and general writing style should match the rest of
your content. Readers will be confused by
content that doesn’t feel like the rest of your
journalism. Have someone not involved in
the automation project read the automatically written stories to see if they fit in.

News judgement and ethics
WW Is the subject matter appropriate for automation? It’s usually an easy decision to automatically create stories from statistical information. But
what about from other facts? Imagine if political
campaigns began to offer data feeds of candidate
speeches – location of speech, size of crowd, main
points, key quote, etc. Your robot could then spin out
stories on every rally, but how would a story like that
be different from a press release?

WW What about long-term maintenance?
Automatic processes can’t run on their
own forever. Background material needed
by the algorithm (team names, company
headquarters locations) may change. A data
source may suddenly become less reliable.
The if-then choices that worked in the algorithm last year may no longer be appropriate. Responsible news organisations will
have humans regularly maintaining their
data and reviewing the choices that algorithms make.

WW Will your automation create multimedia presentations? Some automated
systems create video or photo displays to
accompany text stories. If so, can you be
certain that the system is accessing only
imagery that you have a legal right to use?
How will you make sure it doesn’t grab
imagery that’s satirical, hateful or tasteless?

WW Do you want everything in a feed? You might
welcome a feed from your local police department
reporting traffic tie-ups and minor arrests. But would
you run, without a journalist’s involvement, a police
report stating that an officer had killed a young man
when he was pulling what appeared to be a gun from
his waistband? Before you “plug through” a feed from
a data source to your readership, consider everything
that might be in that feed and whether you want all of
it to flow through automatically.

WW Will you disclose what you’re doing? Some
organisations believe they must tell readers that a
story was produced automatically. But as the process
becomes more common, there will be arguments that
such statements are no longer necessary. Another
disclosure issue: some programmers have experimented with software designed to encourage children’s sports by automatically highlighting the young
players’ successes and playing down errors. Would
you intentionally distort your coverage like that, and
if so would you reveal it?

WW Do you use software to reduce long
articles to bullet points? Test it extensively to make sure it’s truly finding what’s
important. And find out if the software
you’re considering requires the original –
say, the typical inverted pyramid style used
in news stories. Text written in other ways
may yield poor results. (At AP, we tried
dropping the Book of Genesis into an automatic summary program; the bullet points
created by the program left out the Garden
of Eden.)
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WW Is this about reducing your human staff?
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Many organisations that use automation say their
goal isn’t to replace journalists with robots, but to
let their human staff focus on reporting that matters
rather than rote tasks. If so, fine. But if you are in fact
going to be hiring fewer journalists for some jobs,
there’s a lot to be said for being honest about it.
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Pitfalls to be alert to
WW Can you defend how the story was
“written”? If people question the facts in
a robot-written story or how they were presented, can you give an explanation (or get
a quick answer from your data and automation providers)? “The computer did it” isn’t
much of an explanation, especially since
public faith in computers isn’t what it used
to be. Are your automatic writing processes
well enough documented so that even as
your staff turns over, you will be able to
thoroughly explain how every story came to
be? Might your system keep on file, for each
story, a record of all the rules it followed in
putting it together?

WW Can your automation be spun? Your
automation can be reverse-engineered by
people trying to meddle with how it writes
stories. Your system could become a target
of pranksters, market manipulators or
companies trying to make their results look
better. What safeguards can you can put in
place?
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WW Suppose you’re sued? The more issues your robots
cover, the more their stories will be scrutinised.
A politician may demand to know why her name
doesn’t appear more often in automated stories. You
may be sued over something the robot wrote, or over
a picture your system attached. It’s not a sure thing
whether automated processes enjoy the same legal
protections as human journalists. Imagine political
activists — or parties to a legal case — demanding the
source code behind your automation. Will you reveal
it, or try to defend it as a trade secret?

The points above aren’t aimed at discouraging editors
from moving into robotic newswriting. But they underline the importance of planning, testing and fidelity to
your editorial standards.
Plus, it’s good to recognise that some things will always
be best done by humans.

This article was originally published on Medium,
and has been republished with permission.
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Interview with Nicholas Diakopoulos

‘Winners and laggards
in AI universe’
Nicholas Diakopoulos is an Assistant
Professor in Communication Studies
and Computer Science at Northwestern
University in the USA, where he is
Director of the Computational Journalism Lab.

breadth of content, for instance. It seems like automation, and automated content production in particular,
play very well to large news organisations because it
more naturally and easily fits with business models
relying on scale.

He is the author of the book
“Automating the News: How Algorithms are Rewriting the Media.”

What are some of the reasons causing
smaller news organisations to lag behind?

How would you characterise the
state of the news industry when it
comes to the adoption and use of
automation and algorithms?
Nicholas Diakopoulos: I would say that
we’re in a stage where a lot of larger news
organisations have really started to deploy
these types of tools and techniques. We’re talking about Reuters, the Associated Press, major
national media in the USA like The New York
Times, The Washington Post, the Los Angeles
Times, and sometimes smaller or mid-sized
papers like The Atlanta Journal-Constitution.
Then you also have activity from the entrepreneurial side of things, with organisations
popping up in different places. What we’re not
seeing so much of is adoption or development
amongst smaller publishers like local newspapers and news organisations.
You need a lot of data to make these systems
worthwhile. One of the major selling points
is scalability, being able to produce a wider
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I think there are a couple of forces at play. One is that
the technology might not speak as well to the needs of
smaller organisations. If you’re covering a local area,
let’s say a small city, it depends on what data resources
are available for that municipality. Automation relies
on high-quality data availability, so if the data is really
messy, a lot of human effort will need to go into cleaning
that up before it can be used in automation processes.
If a local organisation doesn’t have that raw data material for the AI then it just may not fit with what they want
to cover. There could also be other resource issues like
labour or skill availability, not having people who would
know how to deploy some of these tools in a more local
or regionalised setting.

Do local news organisations need to be
worried about being left behind if they are
not investing in this type of technology?
It’s tricky. A lot of smaller organisations are already so
under-resourced that even just keeping up with what
they already have to do on a daily basis is probably hard
enough. So it’s difficult to say whether or not they should
be investing in automation.
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Some benefits to automation that I mentioned
before are speed and breadth, but local news
media doesn’t typically compete on speed
or breadth of coverage. Breadth of coverage
means that I can, for example, cover every
sports team or every election, which seems
to be most advantageous for larger national
media organisations. Another dimension of
breadth is to scale over time, so if there is
something that’s happening locally every day
or every week, being able to automate that over
time would have value for a local news organisation. Personalisation is another benefit of
automation, but, again, I think this would have
the most value for larger news organisations,
which are able to collect and utilise more data
about users.
But I don’t want to say that there’s nothing
there to invest in. Maybe there could be an
investment on the part of the industry or on
the part of foundations to build, for example,
a tool that helps you automatically cover local
school board meetings, which could be adapted
and used by different local news organisations to make them more efficient and able to
cover those types of events more effectively
over time. So the technology investment and
development would be largely separate, but the
local media would be investing in the skills to
use that tool.

As automation becomes more
prevalent, what are some of the
skills journalists need?
The first area would be data literacy: being
able to work with data, being able to critique
data, knowing where the data comes from, its
quality, its completeness, whether it’s up to
date, because automation tools rely so heavily
on data.
For example, if you have biased data coming
into your machine learning system, you’re
going to end up learning a biased statistical
model, so you want journalists to have that
understanding of bias, and of the data that
they’re feeding into these tools.
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The second area would be computational thinking,
understanding how to solve problems programmatically.
I’m not claiming that all journalists need to know how to
code, but understanding what can be accomplished with
code, and understanding how your particular reporting
problem can be formulated in a way that would allow a
collaborator to code something, that would help you.
The third area is what you might call advanced
statistical thinking. Again, I definitely wouldn’t claim
that all journalists need to know this, but I think a small
number of elite computational journalists should really
have command over advanced machine learning and
statistical methodology, so they can innovate and push
projects in entirely new directions.

In addition to speed or breadth of
coverage, what are some other advantages
to automation?
Another big advantage is quality. You can use automation as a complement to expert journalists to allow them
to be more comprehensive in their investigation or make
the scope of an investigation broader. If we smartly use
data mining and automation we can actually improve the
quality of the journalism that is being produced, and, in
particular, improve its investigative quality.
I think this is sometimes overlooked because people
assume that automation is just about going faster or
about producing commodity information. But we need to
remember that when you marry the automation, algorithmic and AI approaches together with expert journalists, you can actually help those experts go further and
jump higher to produce higher quality and more original
journalism.
Depending on what kind of news organisation you are,
that may or may not fit with your business model. But if
you’re a subscription-oriented organisation, for example,
then providing original, unique reporting probably helps
drive subscriptions, so perhaps there is a strategic entry
point there in terms of aligning the use of AI to help
uncover those more unique stories for your organisation.
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Case Study: Aftenposten

Automating the front page
Over the last three years,
Norway’s Aftenposten and
owner Schibsted have been
working on revamping Aftenposten’s home page, automating the presentation of content with some personalisation
thrown into the mix through a
system called Curate.

Aside from three or four manually selected
top stories that serve as a security mechanism
throughout ongoing experimentation, the
entire home page is powered by algorithms,
which decide on an article’s placement based
on different values such as newsworthiness,
time of publishing, and performance. Editors
manually edited the front page according to
these values previously, but now they can also
make adjustments for the individual user based
on frequency, volume of consumption and
interests.

“Our users want that. It’s less important for a newsroom
that doesn’t have a very strong editorial profile, but our
users look for what Aftenposten says is important, so we
need to weigh Aftenposten’s opinion really heavily when
we prioritise the front page,” she says.

A basic yet efficient
personalisation feature
The front page is also partly personalised. In the
baseline algorithm, articles that a user has read and
that aren’t considered very important news stories are
removed and placed in a separate widget at the bottom of
the front page.

Concretely, the way the page functions means
that an article with a very high news value is
supposed to move down more slowly than one
with a lower rating. Or, if it performs badly, it’s
not supposed to stay up high for as long as a
similar article with better performance.
However, “If we have a really high news value
story that isn’t performing really well, it should
outweigh a low value story that performs better,” says Susanne Klungtveit, Product Manager for Aftenposten’s digital products.
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In this tool, front editors can
select which stories are to be
shown to everyone.
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“This is a very basic feature of personalisation;
however, it proves fairly efficient,” she says.
Currently, Aftenposten is also running experiments with topic-based recommendation,
providing readers with more or fewer sports
articles depending on how much of that type of
content they consume.

Susanne Klungtveit

“Sports is the only really clear topic area where
it makes sense to personalise, because people
either consume a lot of sports or none at all,”
Klungtveit says.
For newsrooms wanting to experiment with
personalisation, Klungtveit recommends
starting with isolated experiments to identify
which topic areas show a trend towards users
consuming more or less content.
“What we realised through qualitative research
is that there’s likely more impact from removing topic areas users are not interested in than
adding topic areas that they are interested in,”
she says.
Aftenposten is also experimenting with different versions of the front page for subscribers
and non-subscribers, which are optimised for
different KPIs. Subscribers are continuously
exposed to high quality content, while more
conversion content is added to non-subscribers’
diets.

Product Manager for
Aftenposten’s digital
products

The automated front page is now also being introduced
at other Schibsted products. Three regional newspapers
have now been onboarded and were able to essentially
copy Aftenposten’s way of working (with some local
adjustments) because of their similar business models
and publishing strategy. Now Schibsted is working on
scaling the functionality to Aftonbladet, a much larger
Swedish tabloid newspaper, to see if the positive effect of
the algorithms can work there as well.

How important a role will personalisation play in the future of producing/
publishing multimedia content?

Being able to present users with optimised
front pages has led to increased engagement
for Aftenposten, but getting to this point hasn’t
been an easy process, Klungtveit says.
“We’ve been working on this for three years
now, and we keep finding weaknesses in what
we’ve done. There is no handbook to look into,
as there are not many editorially driven algorithms out there.

Important
Very
important

26.7%

66.3%
Somewhat
important

“We’re changing the way the newsroom is
working. The algorithms are objective but
they’re also pretty harsh. If you have a story
that isn’t performing, it’ll get punished. You
might want to lift that story a little bit and
you can do that, but you have to be really on
top of it and have an overview of what you’re
publishing,” she says.

Graph 2: The future importance of personalisation when producing and publishing multimedia
content. Source: WAN-IFRA Survey 2019
(in cooperation with AFP)
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Case Study: Dagens Næringsliv

Improving content
recommendations
How can you make sure the
right content reaches the right
readers? At Norway’s Dagens
Næringsliv (DN), a leading business daily, human and artificial
intelligence were combined in a
bid to improve content recommendations.

them in the autumn of 2018 about testing a new content
recommendation engine they were developing.
DN chose the “further reading” section at the bottom of
online articles to implement Linkpulse Streams, a recommendation section with new design and technology.
A cross-functional team from the product, analytics and
editorial departments joined forces with Linkpulse to
discuss how best to personalise content recommendations based on:

WW Editorial policy: Some content of high importance should always be recommended for all or large
groups of readers. Other content fits niche interests
and should be recommended only for those within
the niche. Content selection rules are determined by
newsroom staff. This is DN’s take on avoiding filter
bubbles.

DN aimed to find out how technology and data
can assist editorial judgment in helping the
right content find the right readers on digital
platforms.

How did they do it?
Over the past year, DN has invested heavily in
a data analytics platform, which allows them
to find patterns and predict behavior from customer, user and content data, using machine
learning among other tools. Last winter, they
were able to analyse content preferences
among their digital user base and identify five
distinct segments based on their content interests, which has been very helpful in developing
a more informed content strategy. Some are
hardcore finance and markets readers, while
others prefer politics or lifestyle coverage.
However, they had no way of matching the
right content to the right reader segment. That
is, until Norwegian company Linkpulse, DN’s
realtime data analytics vendor, approached
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WW Previous content use by the user (realtime data):
Removing articles already read, or articles readers
have been exposed to five times without clicking on,
freeing up space for other content.

WW Popular content at this moment (realtime data):
Popular content at any given moment that the particular user has not clicked on or read yet.

WW Content preference and subscription product for
the user (historic and subscriber data).

What were the results?
The first Linkpulse Streams test was implemented in
October 2018. Then came the hard work of determining
editorial policy and workflow, deciding which reader
groups should be served separate content and what the
optimal design would be for increasing click-through
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rates (CTR). A lot of small and larger improvements have
been made over the past nine months. DN continues to
work on optimising story layouts, UX design and implementing the solution at scale.
The editorially controlled algorithm has been a grass rootsdriven initiative in the DN organisation, with involved staff
making adjustments along the way in parallel with other
work. Nobody has been designated to the project full-time.
The results from the pilot are very promising:

WW CTR on recommendations and links in stories June
through August 2018: 7.56 % (pre-redesign and personalisation technology)

Ingeborg Volan
Dagens Næringsliv’s
audience engagement
editor

WW CTR Q2 2019: 11.03 % (post-redesign and personalisation tech)

WW CTR increase: 46 %
DN attempted a very conservative value estimate for this
added content use, based on the lowest pageview value:

Traffic data

Pageviews (average)

CTR

June-August 2018

8,756,973

7.56%

Q2 2019

8,878,555

11.03%

Value (estimated; NOK=Norwegian krone):
In-article clicks Q2 2019 without streams (est.)

671,288

Added clicks from streams based on CTR 2019

307,740

Monthly value (est. 0.015 NOK/click)
Value added from streams Q2 2019

46,161 NOK
138,483 NOK

In addition, loyalty and purchasing analyses show that
depth of content use is an important driver for subscriber
loyalty. DN believes personalisation will drive more content
use by subscribers, thus adding to long-term subscription
revenues as well.
“The personalisation pilot has been very successful,” says
Ingeborg Volan, DN’s audience engagement editor.
“I’m particularly excited because it shows that personalisation technology does not necessarily need to be a technical
‘black box’ where algorithms make publishing decisions
without humans being able to explain the logic. We are
finding a way to combine editorial control with AI support,”
she says.
Since the pilot project has been so successful, DN and Linkpulse are currently discussing possible future uses for the
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technology. The next major discussion will
revolve around personalising larger parts of
DN’s digital products. Another important
challenge concerns figuring out how more
readers can be exposed to streams. DN’s
stories tend to be lengthy, meaning only a
low percentage of readers reach the bottom
of articles, and that needs to be addressed
if end-of-article streams are to have greater
impact.

What would they
do differently?
These are some of the issues the team would
tackle differently if they were to redo the
project:

WW Speed up UX design and implementation
on all products.

WW Implement streams related to the audience mode/time of day earlier, e.g. day
stream, lunch stream, evening stream.

WW Testing streams on different positions
in the body of the article, not only at the
bottom.

WW Working in parallel with editorial projects such as decreasing article length in
the newsroom, with the aim of increased
exposure of end-of-article streams to the
audience.
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Case Study: Tamedia

Can an algorithm r eplicate
a journalist’s ‘gut feeling’?
That was the question Swiss media group Tamedia set out to answer when it built an algorithm
with the goal of letting it take
over the curation process for
one of the group’s news apps.

basis for teaching the artificial network to distinguish
between what is considered a 12-app article and other
articles.
Articles were awarded a score that indicated how similar
they were to previously published stories, a property
internally referred to as ‘12-appishness’.

Promising, but not a panacea
The algorithm, dubbed Octopus, was built a
couple of years ago to curate content for an
app from across the group’s portfolio, which
includes the brand’s flagship daily newspaper
Tages-Anzeiger, some 20 regional newspapers,
and women’s magazines.
The group’s “12-app,” which gives users access
to 12 top stories of the day in one edition,
served as the platform for the test.
Normally, it would take the curation team of
the 12-app an hour and a half to put together
their selection.
As part of the project, Tamedia’s data scientists
built a database of 3,000 articles that had been
selected by editors in the past, teaching the
algorithm to recognise the properties of 12-app
articles.
The 12-app article ‘DNA’, or statistical properties, were then converted into a machine-readable format via automated text analysis and
natural language processing, which formed the
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Based on that, as well as some hard-coded filters, the
algorithm generated a list of the 10 most suitable stories
for the app, selected from a pool of more than 400 stories.
The algorithm struggled mainly to identify topicality,
since it relied solely on text without taking metadata or
other contextual information into account. However,
it drew content from a wider variety of sources than
human editors did. About 50 percent of its suggestions
were considered appropriate by editors and used to
compose editions, cutting the total time needed to select
stories by half without affecting the overall quality of the
edition.
For Tamedia, the main takeaway from the experiment
was that fully automated curation is unrealistic for a
quality-based product such as a best-of app. Ideally, the
AI system should be used as an aid in the decision-making process, making use of the capabilities of both
humans and machines.
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Introducing the Content
Personalisation Network
By Teemu Henriksson
Project Coordinator, Global Alliance
for Media Innovation (GAMI)

A group of broadcasters, researchers and technology providers are
building a state-of-the-art personalisation platform. The Content
Personalisation Network (CPN)
will allow news publishers to offer
personalised content to their audiences, delivering the right information at the right time, in the
right context.

The European media market is a trove of
cultural diversity, with news organisations
publishing millions of news items every day.
But how effectively do those news items reach
the people interested in them? Can we build
a system that allows media companies, both
large and small, to better target their content to
their audiences?
These are some of the questions behind the
Content Personalisation Network project. CPN
is an EU Horizon 2020-funded initiative that
groups together organisations from various
industries, including broadcasters, researchers, innovators and technology companies.
(Through its Global Alliance for Media Innovation network, WAN-IFRA is also a CPN project
partner.)
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Personalisation is not a new topic for the news industry,
and over the years many publishers have experimented
with personalising their content. Arguably, however, no
one has cracked the code yet – and what might work for
one publisher might not be the best solution for everyone.
The CPN approach to personalisation is based on a few
guiding principles. First, instead of trying to create
a one-size-fits-all product, the CPN recommender is
built using ‘micro-services’, a range of interconnected
functionalities. Because the different services can be
adjusted separately, the tool is highly flexible and can
easily be adapted to the needs of various kinds of media
companies.
Thanks to the modular approach, the platform also supports integration with third-party services, and the CPN
consortium is already working with a group of innovative startups that are developing new services to enhance
the recommender.
Secondly, the CPN project aims to address the concerns that people have regarding personalisation and
algorithmic selection of content in general. On the one
hand, many news professionals worry that personalised
content could trap their readers in an ‘echo chamber’
or a ‘filter bubble’. On the other hand, readers may be
distrustful of the algorithms that power personalisation
tools.
“Social networks and particularly Facebook’s News Feed
have given algorithmic personalisation a bad name,
since users don’t exactly know how they function,” says
Tilman Wagner, innovation manager at Deutsche Welle,
Germany’s international public broadcaster and one of
CPN project partners. “We want to bring more transparency into the equation. We believe that it will help
rebuild audiences’ trust in personalisation.”
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Thirdly, rather than relying on a single specific
metric (such as a user’s past reading behaviour), the CPN algorithm mixes a variety of
signals. These range from semantic analysis of
content to finding similarities among different
user profiles.
“Everyone is trying to create the perfect algorithm, but no one has found it yet,” Wagner
says. “But since we’re a research project and
have experimented heavily, also with test
users, we’ve been able to make significant progress on this.”
An important part of the solution to the ‘filter
bubble’ problem is featuring a mixture of
personalised and selected content. Since CPN
gives publishers control over what content
should be prioritised, they can use their editorial judgement in deciding what content their
readers shouldn’t miss, says Ilke Lemmelijn, an
innovation project leader at VRT, the Belgian
public service broadcaster and CPN project
partner.
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“Transparency is also crucial here: it’s very important
to communicate to users why they see what they see,”
she says. CPN does that by allowing users to verify why
specific articles are presented to them.
The recommender has already gone through two rounds
of piloting with test users. Now the project consortium is
seeking publishers who will test the platform with their
own content.

Interested in getting involved?
The CPN project is looking for media
companies to join the initiative and benefit
from the CPN software for free. Read more
at www.projectcpn.eu.
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